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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III

Reports No. 50-456/83-18(DE); 50-457/S3-17(DE)

Docket Nos. 50-456; 50-457 Licenses No. CPPR-132; CPPR-133

Licensee: Commonwealth Edison Company
Post Office Box 767
Chicago, Illinois 60690

Facility Name: Braidwood Station, Units 1 & 2

Inspection At: Braidwood Site, Braidwood, Illinois

Inspection Conducted: October 31 through November 4, November 7-21, 1983,
and January 12-13, 1984

CC3VkSw h:?

Inspectors: R. S. Love /"d E N
Date

e e VA-pr:
R. Mendez I "-17'Y Y-

Date
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i A. S. Gauta a / ~ ll 7 ' #f I

Date

.

Approved By: C. C. Williams, Chief 1 .27 - 72/.
Plant Systems Section Date

Inspection Summary

Inspection on October 31 - through November 4, November 7-21, 1983, and
January 12, 13, 1984 (Reports No. 50-546/83-18; 50-547/83-17(DE))
Areas Inspected: Licensee action on previously identified items; installation
and inspection of electrical equipment; storage and maintenance of electrical
equipment; receipt inspection; and associated procedures and records. This
inspection involved a total of 207 inspector-hours by three NRC inspectors.

| Results: ':n the areas inspected, four items of noncompliance were identified.
The licensee failed to assure that: (1) activities affecting quality are
prescribed.by procedures, instructions or drawings, Paragraphs 3.B.(8),
3.B.(9), 3.B.(10), 3.B.(11), 3.B.(12), and 3.D.(1).g; (2) the design basis is
correctly translated into specifications, drawings, procedures, and instruc-
tions, Paragraph 3.D.(3); (3) a progrsa for inspection of activities-affecting
quality was properly executed, Paragraphs 3.C.(4), 3.D.(1).b, 3.D.(1).c,
3.D.(1).d, 3.D.(1).1, and 3.D.(2); and-(4) measures were established to
control the preservation of material and equipment, Paragraphs 3.C.(2) and
3.C.(3).
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DETAILS

. 1. Persons Contacted

Commonwealth Edison Company (CECO)

*M. J. Wallace, Project Manager
*R. Cosaro, Site Construction Superintendent
*T. R. Sommerfield, Quality Assurance Superintendent
*G. F. Marcus, Director of Quality Assurance
*N. P. Tomis, Project QA Supervisoring Engineer
*C. A. Mennecke, Lead Electrical Engineer

**D. A. Brown, Quality Assurance Supervisor
**L. J. Tapella, Project QC Coordinator

W. J. Marcis, Quality Assurance Engineer
D. Hoffer, Quality Assurance Engineer
J. Purrazzo, Field Electrical Engineer

L. K. Comstock and Company, Inc. (LKC)

*I. F. DeWald, Quality Control Manager
*L. G. Seese, Assistant Quality Control Manager
R. Seltmann, Quality Assurance Engineer

*W. A. Gardner, Manager QA/QC Services
*J. Malmquist, Project Manager (Acting)
*J. A. Hii, Project Engineer
B. Brown, Lead QC Engineer, Documentation

|T. Rolan, Clerk j

lSargent and Lundy (S&L) '

*T. B. Torsell, Senior Electrical Project Engineer

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)

*W. S. Little, Chief, Engineering Branch II
*C. C. Williams, Chief, Projects System Section
*R. S. Love, Reactor Inspector
*R. Mendez, Reactor Inspector
*A. S. Gautam, Reactor Inspector
*L. G. McGregor, Senior Resident ' Inspector

The inspectors also contacted and interviewed other licensee and

contractor personnel during this reporting period.

* Denotes those persons present at the exit interview on November 4, 1983.

** Denotes those persons present at the exit interview on January 13,1984.
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2. Actions on Previously Identified Items

(Closed) Unresolved Item (50-456/83-13-01): It was previously identified
that the spacing length between hangers for sensing lines connecting flow
transmitters FT-AF011 and flow indicator FI-AF021, asceeded the maximum
span length for half inch pipes. Subsequent to Inspection 83-13,
Phillip Getchow (the piping contractor) issued Piping Support Field
Problem Reports I-263 and I-585 to install two additional hangers. This
item is closed.

(Closed) Noncompliance (50-456/83-13-02): It was previously identified
that instrument sensing line connections were reversed in four
safety-related flow transmitters and four safety-related flow indication
gauges connected to an auxiliary feedwater pipe. The problem originated
from a Sargent and Lundy drawing M-828 which indicated flow in the
opposite direction from the auxiliary feedwater pumps. Phillip Getchow
has initiated corrective action on Field Change Order 1AF-563 to correct
the discrepancy on the transmitter's leg rotating the body of the
transmitter and to reverse the 3/8 inch tubing connections on each flow
indicator. The inspector verified that the connections to the
instruments had been corrected. This item is closed.

(0 pen) Unresolved Item (50-456/83-13-06): It was previously observed
that cables of redundant divisions were terminated on motor operated
valve M01CV8804A. It has not been determined whether the installation is
acceptable. An additional problem not previously identified was observed
in that only one of the two limit switches (in the " closed" position)
mounted on the stem of the valve was electrically connected. It could
not be determined whether the "open" position limit switch should also be
connected. This item is open.

(Closed) Noncompliance Item (50-456/82-06-01): This item refers to the
apparent misrouting of Cable ISX001. The report (456/82-06) failed to
provide the dimensions observed between routing node point and the cable
entry point to indicate the 3 foot tolerance. It was agreed in the
Systematic Anaylsis of Licensee Performance (SALP) for Byron (reference
W. L. Stiede letter to Mr. James G. Keppler dated July 12, 1983) that
this item would be deleted. The necessary paperwork to delete this item
from NRC records has been initiated.

3. Functional or Program Areas Inspected

A. Review of Audit Reports

During this reporting period, the Region III inspectors reviewed the
following CECO audits of L. K. Comstock Company, Inc. (LKC):

(1) Audit of September 26 through October 5, 1983. The inspector
reviewed the DRAFT of this audit. This was a Ceco Team Audit
consisting of approximately 34 auditors. The electrical
portion of the audit was conducted by an Audit Team Leader and
six auditors. The auditors identified nine findings and one
observation in the electrical area. The findings and
observation are as follows:
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a. Finding #1 Fireproofing material (Pyrocrete) was found in
~

contact with non-ferrous metal causing possible deteriors-
tion of the metal (Reference: IE Information Notice 80-05).

b. Finding #2 Cabling was found improperly stored inside the
plant area, i.e., cable ends not sealed, and cable reels
laying on their side.

c. Finding #3 Weld inspection reports did not furnish proper
evidence of an acceptable weld inspection in that portions
of the reports were photo-copied.

d. Finding #4 Lack of proper housekeeping was identified
inside of cable pans, switchgear and motor control centers.

e. Finding #5 Grounding jumpers were not installed on
sealtight containing power cables.

f. Finding #6 Unacceptable welds were in fact accepted by
one LKC QC inspector. Welds were rejectable due to lack
of fusion, undersize, undercut and slag.

| g. Finding #7 Weld inspections were preformed by two
unqualified and one de-certified QC inspectors.

h. Finding #8 Nine instances where installation and
inspection reports were not retreivable and four instances
where the installation did not conform to S&L drawings.

i. Finding #9 Audits were not indepth and the saaple size
was small.

J. Observation #1 CECO has not imposed Branch. Technical
Position (BTP) 9.5-1 on the electrical contractor.
BTP 9.5-1 is discussed in the Byron /Braidwood Fire
Protection Report.

This audit appeared to be an in-depth and well planned audit.

(2) Audit No. QA-20-83-37. Performed August 15-18, 1983. Findings
identified during this audit are as follows:

Procedures do not address testing interface and use ofa.

checklists and status logs.

b. Travelers were prepared after the work was performed.

c. Adequate in process ~ concrete-expansion-anchor'(CEA)
inspections are not being performed, actual CEA' torque
values are missing, and drawing revision number missing on
CEA Reports. This finding was closed on October _26, 1983.
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d. One hundred seventy-seven (177) rejected CEA reports were
! open from greater than three months to approximately 27

months, (lack of timely corrective action).

Findings a, b, and d were still open as of November 4, 1983.*

This audit reviewed CEA installation, Operator Analysis
Department (OAD) testing interface, and rework activities.

(3) Audit No. QA-20-83-32, Performed June 13-15, 1983. This audit
i reviewed document control records and personnel qualifications.

Two observations were identified.

a. LKC did not give specific tests for tool / instrument
calibration, receipt and storage inspection, and,

i electrical penetration inspection. This item was closed
l

October 24, 1983.

b. If document transmittals are not acknowledged within
20 days, followup notices are required. This is not being
done in all cases. This item was closed September 20,
1983.

(4) Audit No. QA-20-83-20, Performed April 18-21, 1983. This audit
reviewed document control, material control conduit
installation, welding, nonconformance reports (NCR)/ inspection
correction reports, corrective action, records storage, audits,
and electrical installation inspections. The following
findings were_ identified:

NCR/ICR open status reports were not issued monthly. Thisa.
item was closed on August 8, 1983.

b. Return of void drawings was not being tracked and weld rod
stores requests were not controlled. This item was closed
October 26, 1983.

c. Lack of installation / inspection records for installed
I equipment.

d. Welding of main control board 2PM01J was not per
installation drawings. No inspection reports were
available for items 2PM01J, 2PM02J, 2PM03J and 2PM04J.
This equipment was installed on September 15, 1982.

Items e and d were_still open as of November 4, 1983.

(5) Audit No. QA-20-83-06, Performed February 9-16, 1983. This
audit identified two findings and_one observation. Findings
and observation are as follows:

i

a. Finding #1 Housekeeping in general was. poor. This ' temi

was closed on April 28, 1983.
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b. Finding #2 Terminations were not properly installed and
were not properly documented. Inspector performing these
inspections was not properly certified. This item was
closed on June 10, 1983.

c. Observation The installation of J-Boxes was not
adequately covered by existing procedures. This item was
closed on June 20, 1983.

During a review of the above listed audits, it became apparent that
LKC had numerous problems with missing, incomplete, and inaccurate
. installation and inspection records. During interviews with the CECO
Electrical. Quality Assurance 3upervisor and CECO Lead Electrical
Engineer, the Region III inspectors learned that a major review of
LKC QC records was taking place. This review of records was to
identify the missing, incomplete, and inaccurate inspections and
reports.

Following is the status of the documentation review as of
October 31, 1983:

No. Scheduled
Area of Inspection for Review No. Completed Remarks

Welding 20,183 7,589 Note 1, 4
Hanger Configuration 10,650 11,044 Note 2, 4
Cable Pulling 2,496 2,496 Note 3
Terminations 4,045 None Note 1, 4
J-Box 1,715 None Note 1, 4
Cable Pan 3,395 None Note 1, 4
Conduit- 818 None Note 1, 4
Equipment 83 None Note 1, 4
CEA, - 11,878 2,212- Note 1, 4

Note 1 - Compilation of number and type of discrepancies observed
will be made after the review has been completed.

Note 2 - Review of hanger configuration records has been completed
but as of November 4, 1983, the compilation of discrepancies
observed had not been completed. s

Note 3 - In the area of cable pulling, 236 discrepancies were
observed. Following is a breakdown of these discrepancies:
by attribute.

. Uncertified inspector 13--.

Use of out-of-date forms 41:.

QC did not witness cable pull 7.

Re-verification of inspection required 19.

Inspection Report / Pull Card not signed 47 I.

-Lineouts/ changes not initiated and. dated 109
~

.

Note 4 - NRC requested a copy of the breakdown of the discrepancies
.

-by attribute when available.
!
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i The planned completion date for the record review is February 1,
1984.

i |

A review of backlog of inspections of current work and review of the i
*

; status of Inspection Correction Reports (ICR) and Nonconformance i

i Reports (NCR) revealed the following:
4

; Backlog of inspection from August 1, 1983 through November 3, 1983.
I

Equipment inspections 257.

Raceway inspections 50.

i Hanger Welding Inspections 477.

Hanger configuration inspections 140, .

Open ICRs 1173.

Open NCRs 401.
.

i

f During subsequent interviews with CECO and LKC personnel, it was
; learned that since approximately October 1,.1983, eight (8) LKC

Quality Control inspectors left the Braidwood site to accept'

employment elsewhere. In view of the records review program, the,

! increase of backlog of inspections, the number of open ICRs/NCRs,
i and the loss of 8 inspectors, the Region III inspector expressed a
'

concern about the adequacy of the LKC quality organization to
i address the above issues. The CECO Lead Electrical Engineer
j informed the Region III inspector that LKC has been authorized to-

~

employ 20 new inspectors and that LKC was only pursuing qualified
j ievel II type inspectors. Five new inspectors. reported onboard the
'

week of October 31, 1983 and are undergoing training. Five additional
inspectors are expected by November 17, 1983|and ten more inspectors

i by November 30, 1983.

' It was also observed that LKC employed a new QC Manager as of
August 1, 1983 (third within one year), a new Assistant Qualityi

Control Manager as of October 20, 1983, and a new QA Engineer as of
September 19, 1983. To supplement the LKC QC organization, CECO has
- assigned several PTL inspectors tr IXC QC.

Based on all the foregoing. observations, NRC expressed concern in
: regard to the ability of the CECO /LKC organizations to continue new
} electrical construction activities at.their current pace. In-

summary, the constraining conditions are as follows:

: ,

} (1) Reduce backlog of approximately 924 inspections,
4

[ (2) - Rework / repair and re-inspect approximately 1173 items documented .
| ~ on ICRs,

!- (3) Disposition approximately 401.NCRs and. rework / repair / reinspect
- as required,

,

t

(4) Complete ^a: broad. review and correct, as required, approximately
p 32,316 existing QC records,
'

(5)1 Train;and manage approximately 25'new LKC-QA/QC personnel,

'

coming' onboard during September,' October, and-November, 1083.:'

,

7~
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As a result of this concern, NRC requested that the licensee take
five specific actions to demonstrate their capabilities to
accomplish the job. These issues, including actions required by the
licensee, are discussed in the_ exit interview portion of this report

.

(paragraph 7) and in the letter of transmittal for this report.

B. Review of Procedures

During this reporting period, the Region III inspectors reviewed LKC
' work and inspection procedures and the following observations were

made:

(1) Procedure No. 3.1.3, " Reporting of Defects and Noncompliances",
Revision dated April 1, 1980.

Paragraph 3.4 - Licensee should be notified in conjuction -.

J with the NRC. If the licensee reports an event to the NRC
in accordance with the requirement of 10 CFR 21 or

j 10 CFR 50.55(e), it is not necessary for a site contractor

; to report the same event. In many cases, site contractors
may not have the background / design information to perform
an effective evaluation to determine if the event is,

reportable.

Attachment B - 10 CFR 21 is out of date. If Part 21 is.

going to be part of this procedure, it should be the
current revision.

,

Attachment D - Listing of NRC Regional Office addresses.

and phone numbers are not current.

(2) Procedure 4.1.2, " Position Delineation", Revision A, dated
February 18, 1983.

This procedure appears to be-adequate..

(3) Procedure 4.1.3, " Qualification Classification and Training-of
QA/QC Personnel", Revision B, dated August 11,_1983.

This procedure appears to be adequate.

(4) Procedure 4.3.1, " Safety Related Conduit Installation",
Revision dated July 20, 1982.

,

This procedure: appears to be adequate..

(5) Procedure 4.8.1, " Inspection of Class 1E safety.Related Conduit
Installation",-Revision dated May 20, 1982.

Paragraph 3.1.8 - This paragraph requires the LKC.QC.

inspector to-verify that all sharp edges have been removed
from the~ conduit installation.- Paragraph 3.~1' states that
QC will initiate their' inspection on the completed conduit'
installatinn after receiving.the Raceway Installation
Report from LKC construction. How does the QC inspector

.8.
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verify that all sharp edges have in fact been removed? It
should be noted that this procedure does not require
inprocess inspections. This item is unresolved pending
further review of this matter (50-456/83-18-01;

50-457/83-17-01).

Paragraph 3.2.1 - This paragraph needs to be revised to.

require the Level II inspector performing the review of
Form 60A for completeness to also review the data for
acceptability /rejectability when a Level I inspector
records the data.

General Note 1 - This note should be revised to read, "At.

the discretion of the QC Manager, an LKC inspector Shall
perform additional inprocess inspection of conduit
installations to verify compliance".

(6) Procedure 4.3.4, "DC Storage Battery and Battery Rack
Installation", Revision A, dated April 5, 1983.

As a work procedure, this procedure appears to be adequate..

The note under paragraph 5.0 indicated that the
installation of the battery rack and battery shall be
documented per work procedure 4.3.13, " Equipment
Installation". The inspection forms associated with

; procedures 4.3.13 and 4.8.13, " Inspection of Class IE
Equipment Installation", do not address the inspection
attributes listed in this procedure (4.3.4). Pending a
review of the inspection records to ascertain the actual
inspections performed on the installation of the battery
racks and batteries, this item is unresolved
(50-456/83-18-02; 50-457/83-17-02).

(7) Procedure 4.3.5, " Safety-Related Cable Pan Installation",
Revision dated March 19, 1982.

Paragraph 3.16 - The Foreman inspection attributes listed.

in this paragraph do not match the Foreman inspection
attributes listed on Form 120, " Cable Tray Installation
Report".

(8) Procedure 4.8.5, " Inspection of Class IE Safety-Related Cable
Pan Installation", Revision A, dated February 4, 1983.

Paragraph 3.2.2.1 - This paragraph needs to be revised to.

require the Level II inspector performing the review of
Form 17 for completeness to also review the data for
acceptability /rejectability when a Level I inspector
records the data. All procedures / forms. need to be
revised, as required, to clarify this requirement.

A review of. work procedure 4.8.5, and Specification.

F/L 2790 indicates that this procedure does not address
the following inspection attributes:

9.
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a. verification that cables are not damaged and that
,

the cable pans are free of all debris prior to I
'

installation of cable pan covers. This item is
covered in work procedure 4.3.5.

b. verification that cable pan covers are installed in
accordance with specifications, drawings, and
standards. This item is covered in work procedure
4.3.5.

c. verification that the horizontal hanger member bolts
are torqued per project requirements.

The licensee was informed that failure to ensure that
activities affecting quality are prescribed by documented
instructions or procedures is an item of noncompliance with
10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion V (50-456/83-18-03A;
50-457/83-17-03A).

(9) Procedure 4.3.7, " Installation of Class IE Embedded Electrical
Items", Revision dated May 21, 1980.'

It was observed that the requirements of S&L STD-EF-103,.

paragraph 3.13, are not reflected in this work procedure.
This standard requires embedded conduit to be swabbed
after the concrete has been placed but prior to concrete
setting. After the concrete ha; set, but before
hackfilling, a mandrel shall be pulled through each
conduit.

Paragraph 3.9: This paragraph establishes a minimum bend.

radius for embedded conduit when the radius is not
detailed on the installation drawings. The minimum
conduit bend radius in this paragraph violated the minimum
conduit bend radius established in paragraph 3.10 of S&L
STD-EF-103. During cable pull calculations, the most
conservative conduit bend radius is utilized, resulting in
a lower maximum allowable cable pull tension, i.e..
utilizing conduit bend radius from STD-EF-103 would result
in a higer allowable cable pull tension.

The licensee was informed that the observations in subparagraph
(9) above are additional examples of an item of noncompliance
with Criterion V of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, failure to ensure
that activities affecting quality are prescribed by documented
instructions or procedures (50-456/83-18-03B; 50-457/83-17-03B).

(10) Procedure 4.8.7, " Inspection of Class IE Embedded Electrical
Items", Revision dated July 1, 1980.

'It was observed that the requirements of S&L STD-EF-103,.

paragraph 3.13, are not reflected in this inspection
procedure.

10
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There is no requirement for the LKC QC inspector to; .

i sign-off on the pre-concrete placement checklist to
! indicate that the required inspections have been performed

prior to concrete placament.

There is no requirement for the QC inspector to perform4
. ,

in process inspections. Several of the attributes on
Form 87, " Inspection of Embedded Electrical Items, can not
be verified after the conduit run has been completed,
e.g.: 3.1.3 Field cut threads tapered, cut square and
free of any sharp edges; 3.1.4 Field cut threads properly

; coated,

i
{ The licensee was informed that the observations in subparagraph
; (10)-above are additional examples of an item of noncompliance

with Criterion V of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, failure to ensure
'

; that activities affecting quality are prescribed by documented
instructions or procedures (50-456/83-18-03C; 50-457/83-17-03C).

,

,
(11) Procedure 4.3.8, " Cable Installation", Revision B, dated

j July 20, 1983.

Paragraph 3.1.4 - This paragraph does not define the term.

i " Cable Pull & Termination Report" as required by
j paragraph 3.1 " Definitions".
!
'

?aragraph 3.2.7.2 " Pulls Through Conduit", this.

paragraph does not require the field to advise the
Engineering Department of the cable or cables being pulled
acd the diameter of the smallest sheave used in the run.
Without this infcrmation, the engineers can not perform,

'

valid cable pull-tension calculations as required by this
paragraph. It should be noted that the field is required
to provide this information for power assisted cable pulls;

through cahie tray.

1 This- procedure .does not address .the precautions to be.

taken when palling small cables, i.e., cables with less
than 100 pounds maximum pulting. tension.

f

. Paragraph 3.2.8.5 (1) This paragraph ~does-not address the. ,

installation of cable grips in vertical conduit' runs in
Eaccordance with S&L~STD-EB-200; (2) Due to a recent
irevision to S&L STD-EB-200, the note pertaining to Tv-Raps
at the end of this paragraph needs to be deleted;!(3) This
paragraph indicates that the CECO Lead Electrical Engineer.
may give LKC verbal authorization to violate Electrical
Specification F/L 2790. Any verbal authorization to
violate drawings,. specifications,-instructions, procedures,
etc...is not acceptable.

,

112
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The licensee was informed that the observations in subparagraph
(11) above are additional examples of an item of noncompliance
with Criterion V of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, failure to assure
that activities affecting quality are prescribed by documented
instructions or procedures (50-456/83-18-03D; 50-457/83-17-03D).

(12) Procedure 4.8.8, " Cable Installation Inspection", Revision
dated August 19, 1982.

Paragraph 3.2 states in effect that prior to pulling.

cable, the QC inspector shall verify that the raceway is
,

clean of all debris, correctly identified, conduits do not |
exceed a total of 270* of bends, tension meter is
correctly rigged and that the cable installation foreman
has initialed the back of the cable pull card to signify
that he has performed a pre pull inspection per work
procedure 4.3.8. This naragraph or cable pre pull
inspections do not address:

a. verification that raceway is free from sharp edges,

b. verification that edge softners are properly
installed,

c. the witnessing of embedded conduits being swabbed
prior to pulling cable,

1
i d. verification that authorized scaffolding built on the

raceway system will not damage the cable (s) being
installed,

verification that the cable to be pulled is of thee.
proper type and identified in accordance with the
cable pull card,

f. verification that cable pull calculations, if
required, are available,

g. verification that the temperature limitation for
pulling cable have been met,

h. verification that the cable pull is properly rigged
and that the raceway is complete and supported to the
point that the raceway will properly support the
cable (s).to be installed.

Paragraph 3.2.3 should be renumbered in that this.

paragraph addresses cable pulling inspection, not pre pull
inspections. This paragraph fails to address the
following cable pulling inspection attributes:

.

12
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a. verification that cables are in fact installed in the
raceway designated on the cable pullcard and that the

. cable and raceway have the same segragation code
! marker, i.e., PIE, P2E, CIE, C2E, etc. There is a QC

sign-off on the front of the cable pu11 card but the
only reference to this sign-off is in Paragraph 3.2.4
which states, in part. "At the completion of the pull
verify that the cables: (3.2.4.4) Pull card has been'

filled out correctly and signed / initialed in the
applicable sections.",-

b. verification that cables were not subjected tod

; reverse bends, kinks, twists, etc.,

i c. verification that the as-received cable is not
damaged. This verification / inspection is normally,

; done when the cable is being removed from the reel
; for installation.

Paragraph 3.2.4 should be renumbered in that this.

paragraph addresses cable post pull inspection, not
pre-pull inspections. This paragraph fails to address the
fc11owing cable post-pull inspection attribute:

'

a. verify that cable grips have been installed, when
required, in vertical raceway in accordance with S&L
STD-EB-200.

Form 37-QC Cable Pulling Checklist.

A review of this form indicates that it is being utilized
for pre-pull, pull, and post pull'. inspections. Thea

inspection attributes listed on this form do not match the
attributes listed in the body of the procedure. Also,Das
noted above, many required inspection attributes are not
addressed in the body of the procedure.>

The licensee was informed that the observations in subparagraph
(12) above are additional examples of an item of noncompliance
with Criterion V of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, failure'to: assure
that activities affecting quality are prescribed by documented
instructions or procedures (50-456/83-18-03E; 50-457/83-17-03E).

During interviews with CECO personnel, it could not be
' . determined if cable pull calculations were in fact QC records.

At the present: time, the only record of allowable cable pull,
'

tension.is on the cable pull calculation forms. If these forms
; 'are not QC records, then-'the maximum allowable cable pull'

' tension must be recorded on the-cable pulling card or on the QC
Cable' Pulling Checklist. Pending verification of the statusaof
cable pull calculation,'this item is unresolved
(50-456/83-18-04;_50-457/83-17-04).

13
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Based upon interviews with the LKC QC Manager and a review of
the Cable Installation Inspection procedure, it would appear
that separate checklists would be prudent for cable pre pull

i inspection, cable pulling inspections, and cable post-pull
inspections.

(13) Procedure 4.3.9, " Cable Termination Installation", Revision B,
dated July 20, 1933.

This procedure appears to be adequate.
,

(14) Procedure 4.8.9, " Electrical Termination Inspection",
Revision A, dated December 21, 1982.

Revision B of this procedure has been submitted to.

CECO /S&L for review and approval. This procedure will be.,

reviewed during a subsequent inspection.

The review of procedures discussed in Paragraph 3.B of this report
was conducted in the Region III office after the site Exit Interview
on November 4, 1983. The Region III inspector's observations, as
relating to the procedure review, were transmitted to the CECO
Electrical Quality Assurance Supervisor on November 7, 9,18, and
21, 1983 via telephone. The QA Supervisor acknowledged the
inspector's concerns and stated that the concerns would be trans-
mitted to the CECO Project Quality Control Coordinator and Ceco Lead
Electrical Engineer.

C. Tour of Power Block

During a tour of the Power Block on November 2, 1983, the Region III
inspector made the following observations:

(1) A non-safety-related cable pull was in progress. Two cables
were being hand pulled through conduit. In that it was a
non-safety-related cable pull, the inspector did not record the
cable numbers nor the conduit numbers. The cable pull appeared
to be well coordinated and there were sufficient craft
personnel to handle the pull. With the exception of a QC
inspector being present, it appeared that the craft personnel
were following the LKC procedure for safety-related cable
installation.

(2) Inside the Unit'l containment building at elevation 397', near
. cold leg number 3, it was observed that a 2" pipe (possibly_
i Phillips-Getschow) was being temporarily-supported _by-

safety-related. conduit CIR2329-1P2E. This support was at about
a 45' angle,' indicating that the piping contractor may have
installed this. temporary suptcet to position the pipe for

! welding.

( .The licensee was informed that; failure to establish measures to

( control the storage and p' reservation of material and equipment
is an item of noncompliance with Criterion XIII of 10 CFR 50,

1 Appendix B (50-456/83-18-05A).

14
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(3) Inside the Unit I containment building at elevation 412',
Radius R12, Instrument Rack IPL71J was being utilized to
support two step-ladders. These step-ladders were identified
as belonging to Phillips-Getschow. The step-ladders were
chained inplace so it was not possible to inspect the
instrument rack for possible damage.

The' licensee was informed that this was an additional example
of an item of noncompliance with Criterion XIII of 10 CFR 50,,

Appendix B, failure to establish measures to control the
storage and preservation of material and equipment

(50-456/83-16-05B).

(4) Adjacent to the Unit I lower cable spread room at elevation
439', 12' south of the 13 line, in the Riser Room, it was
observed that approximately 30-40 Kellem type cable grips were
improperly installed in cable tray risers IR267-CIE,1R270-K1E,
and IR311-CIE. The observed cable grips were not installed in

' accordance with S&L STD-EB-200 and LKC procedure 4.3.8 in that
the cable grips were not providing cable support.

The licensee was informed that failure to establish a program
to verify conformance with documented instructions and
procedures is an item of noncompliance with Criterion X of
10 CFR 50, Appendix B (50-456/83-18-06A).

D. Review of Equipment Installation

During this reporting period, the Region III inspectors reviewed the
installation and associated records for electrical panels, cabinets,
switchgear, motor control centers (MCC), etc. This review was made
to the requirements of Electrical Specification F/L 2790, applicable

j S&L drawings, and associated LKC procedures. At the time of
'

inspection, most of the equipment had been tested (insulation
resistance, continuity, etc.,) by the CECO Operations Analysis
Department (OAD) and energized. The following observations and
findings were made during this review:

(1) MCC 1AP26E
,

Utilizing S&L drawing number 20E13342, Revision AC, thea.

inspector verified the MCC 1AP26E was properly located and
identified.

b. During a review of compartments A, B, and C of this.MCC,
it was observed to have damaged lower braces and the cross
bars were missing. LKC procedure 4.8.13, paragraph 3.1.2,
requires a' visual inspection of Class IE equipment to

L determine if the equipment has been damaged. The damaged-
| and missing items identified by the NRC inspector were

-_ subsequently documented on Inspection Correction Report
-(ICR) 3439, dated November'2, 1983, by a LKC QC' inspector.

|

| 15~
|
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The licensee was informed that failure to establish a
program to verify conformance with documented instructions
and procedures is an additional example of an item of
noncompliance with Criterion X of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B

(50-456/83-18-06B).

c. Utilizing S&L drawing 1-4667A, Revision F, the Region III
inspectors reviewed Class IE cable ICV 036 for proper
termination. This cable supplies power to the MCC
internal heaters. Records indicate that this cable had

- been inspected for proper termination and accepted by a
LKC QC inspector. It was observed that the drawing showed
two conductors of this cable tenminating on a terminal
block in compartment A5, tenminals 27 and 28. The label
on these conductors incorrectly identified them as spares.
This fact was subsequently documented on ICR 3440, dated
November 2, 1983, by a LKC QC inspector.

The licensee was informed that this is an additional
example of an item of noncompliance with Criterion X of
10 CFR 50, Appendix B, failure to establish a program to
verify conformance with design documents in accordance
with instructions and procedures (50-456/83-18-06C).

d. During a review of the interior of MCC 1AP26E, the
inspectors observed miscellaneous debris (i.e. , Ty-Raps,
bolts, screws, metal bracing, ' dust, etc. ,) had not been
removed prior to the unit being energized. Paragraph 3.1.7
of procedure 4.8.13 requires the LKC QC inspector to verify
that the equipment is clean, e.g., No debris, tools,
foreign materials are stored in or on equipment. This
fact was subsequently documented on ICR 3439, dated
November 2, 1983, by a LKC QC inspector.

The licensee was informed that this is an additional
example of an item of noncompliance with Criterion X.of
10 CFR 50, Appendix B, failure to establish a program to
verify conformance with documented instructions-and
procedures (50-456/83-18-06D).

During a review of-the interior of MCC 1AP26E, thee.

inspectors observed that the field welds between the
equipment channels and the embedded sills had not been
painted as of November 2, 1983. Procedure 4.8.3, " Weld
Inspection", paragraph 6.1 states in part, "Upon
completing all required weld inspections in a specific
area of the plant.....the QC Manager or'his designee shall'
initiate,a " Painting Release Notice" to Ceco PCD for
distribution to the responsible painting contractor".
Paragraph 6.1.1 of this procedure states in part, "LKC QC
shall perform a surveillance of released areas to assure-

that painting of field welds have been completed.....Results
of the surveillance shall be documented on a " General' q

|

1

!
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Inspection Report". Pending a review of the painting of
i

the subject welds and a review of the inspection report, I

this item is open. (50-456/83-18-07),
i

; f. During a review of the interior of MCC 1AP26E, the
j inspectors observed that the unit space heaters were not
i energized. Pending a review of the storage and
| naintenance requirements for this and similar types of

equipment, this item is unresolved (50-456/83-18-08;

30-457/83-17-05).

g. During a review of MCC 1AP26E feeder cable 1AP146(P1E) for
proper termination to the unit busbar, it was observed
that the feeder cable appeared to be properly terminated.

j' During a review of QC-Inspection Checklist of Electrical
Terminations, Form 36, it was observed that the checklist i

indicated that the feeder cable terminations to the busbar
had been landed, bolted finger tight and left untaped in
accordance with paragraph 3.5 of procedure 4.8.9.
Paragraph 3.5 requires power cable connections at the

- switchgear end be landed, bolted finger tight and left
untaped to assist CECO testing group (OAD). For these*

t,pe cases and in accordance with paragraph 6.4, the LKC
: Cable Engineer will issue a Cable Determination Card when
'

OAD is ready to test the cable and a Cable Termination
Card when the tests have been completed and the cable is
ready to be re-terminated The Cable Engineer is also

I responsible for transmitting the Determination and
Termination Cards to QC for inspection. A review of the

i records indicate that a Cable Determination Card and Cable
! Termination Card were not issued for feeder cable
i 1AP146(PIE). This resulted in a power feeder cable being
j terminated without QC inspection.
1

The licensee was informed that this is an additional
example of an item of noncompliance with Criterion V of
10 CFR 50, Appendix B, failure to accomplish activities-

.affecting quality in accordance with documented
instructions and procedures (50-456/83-18-03F).

h. Utilizing S&L-drawing 20E-0-3391C, Revision AB, and,

; Westinghouse drawing 2260C43, Revision 2, the Region III
inspector. reviewed tbe mounting of-MCC 1AP26E. It.was

'

observed that these drawings. do not specify a torque value '
for.the 1/2". mounting bolts. Paragraph 3.6.1'of procedure

-
l< 3.13,' Revision A, " Equipment Installation Procedure",.
states, " Torquing of bolted connections'shall be performed
to torque-values indicated"on' approved drawings or
. manufacturers specifications". Utilizing a calibrated
torque wrench, it was observed that the-1/2" mounting 1

: bolts were torqued to approximately 35 foot pounds. In
! that this is a safety-related, seismically supported noter.

control center,:the licensee was1 requested to perform an
engineering analysis to justify.the lack of mounting bolt..

.17 ,
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torquing requirements for this unit and similar type
units, e.g. , switchgear, cabinets, panels, etc. The
requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, Criteria 1 and 2,
are required to be considered in the analysis. Pending a
review of the engineering analysis, this item is
unresolved (50-456/83-18-09; 50-457/83-17-06). The
licensee was requested to respond to this item in the
report transmittal letter.

i. During a review of installation inspection records for
MCC 1AP26E, it was observed that there was no evidence of
a QC installation inspection having been performed as of
November 1, 1983. LKC procedure 4.8.13, " Inspection of
Class 1E Equipment Installation", paragraph 3.0, requires
QC to perform installation inspections and document the
results of the inspection on Form #38, "QC Installation
Checklist-Electrical Equipment". An installation
inspection was subsequently performed, and documented on
Form #38, by QC on November 2, 1983. Records indicated
that this MCC was received on Material Receiving Report
(NRR) 4889. The licensee was informed that this is an
additional example of an item of noncompliance with
Criterion X of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, failure to establish
a program to verify conformance with documented instruc-
tions and procedures (50-456/83-18-06E).

(2) Review of Installation Inspection Records

In an effort to determine the extent of missing equipment
installation inspection-reports, the Region III inspector made
a general review of the records for 68 safety-related items
(See table 3.D.(2)) for Unit 1. The following'LKC procedures
were utilized to determine-the documentation requirements:

'4.8.13 - Inspection'of Class IE Equipment Installation.

4.8.17 - Inspection of Electrical Penetrations.

4.8.6 - Inspection of Concrete Expansion Anchors.

4.8.3 - Weld Inspection.

Following is a summary of the observations made during the'
review of records:

a. 30 of 68 items had no. records to indicate that a-QC
installation inspection had been performed.

4
b. 27 of 50 items had~ no records to. indicate that a welding -

' inspection had been performed.

c. 1 item, 125V DC' panel IDCOSE, had no record to indicate'
that PTL had performed a concrete expansion anchor bolt
inspection. >

,

18
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d. 19 of 19 electrical penetration inspection records did not
provide actual torque values for the mounting bolts andi

'

did not indicate the torque wrench number (nor calibration
due date) utilized to perfona the torquing operations.

e. 3 of the electrical penetration modification records were
prepared in pencil.

The licensee was informed that these are additional examples of
an item of noncompliance with Criterion X of 10 CFR 50,
Appendix B, failure to establish a program to verify
conformance with documented instructions and procedures
(50-456/83-18-06F).

The following table indicates the item records reviewed and
! shows if the inspection record was or was not on file.

-s

,

f
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TABLE 3.D.(2)

| | | |
| | Installation Inspection | Mounting Inspection |
| Equipment ID | Record | Record (Welding) |
| | | |

| | | |
| 1AP05 (4160V) | Yes | Yes |
| 1AP06 (4160V) | Yes | No |
| 1AP10E (480V-MCC) | Yes | No |
| 1AP12E (480V-MCC) | Yes | Yes |
| 1AP21E (480V-MCC) | Yes | No |
| 1AP22E (480V-MCC) | Yes | Yes |
| 1AP24E (480V-MCC) | Yes | Yes |
| 1AP25E (480V-MCC) | Yes | No |
| 1AP26E (480V-MCC) | See Para. 3.D.(1).i | No |
| 1AP27E (480V-MCC) | Yes | Yes |
| 1AP28E (480V-MCC) | Yes | Yes |
| 1AP30E (480V-MCC) | Yes | Yes |
| 1AP32E (480V-MCC) | Yes | Yes |
| IPA 01J | No | No |
| IPA 02J | No | No |
| IPA 027J | No | No |
| IPA 028J | No | Yes |
| IPA 031J | No | Yes |.'

| 1PA032J | No | Yes |
| IPA 033J l. No | No |
| IPA 034J | No | Yes |
| IPA 051J | No | No |
| IPA 052J | No | No |
| IPLO4J | No | Yes |
| IPLO5J | No | Yes |
| IPLO7J | Yes | (Activity incomplete) |
| IPLO8J | No | No |

) | IPM01J | No | No |
| IPM04J | No | Yes |
| IPM05J | No | Yes |

"

| IPM06J | No | No |
| IPM07J | No | Yes |
| IPM08J l No | Yes |,

| OPM02J | No | No |
'

| IPM09J | No | Yes |
| IPM10J | No | No |

-| IPM11J | No | No- |
| IPM12J | No | No' |
| IDC01EA | Yes | No |
|- IDC01EB _l. Yes | No l'
| IDC06E | No -|- Yes |

: | IDC10J | No l. No |
| IDC11J | No | No |
| 11P04J |J Yes | No; |
| LIP 05E | No | No |

|

-| | | |

| 20
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| | | |

| | | Installation Inspection | Mounting Inspection |
| Equipment ID | Record | Record (Welding) |

| | | |
: | | | |

| IIP 06E | No | No |

| IIP 07E | No | No |
| 1DC03E | Yes | No Welding-Record |

| IDCOSE | Yes | No Concrete Expansion |
| | | Anchor Inspection Record |

| | 1 | |
| Penetrations | | |
| | | |
| 1AP63EA | Yes | Torque Values Not Recorded |
| 1AP85EB | Yes | Torque Values Not Recorded |
| 1AP83EB | Yes | Torque Values Not Recorded |

; | 1AP83EC. | Yes | Torque Values Not Recorded |
| ISIO1E | Yes | Torque Values Not Recorded |
| 1RC01E | Yes | Torque Values Not Recorded |
| IVP01E | Yes | Torque Values Not Recorded |
| IVP03E | Yes | Torque Values Not Recorded |
| 1RYO4E | Yes | Torque Values Not Recorded |
| 1RYO7E | Yes | Torque Values Not Recorded |1

j l ILV01E | Yes | Torque Values Not Recordedl
| | ILV02E | Yes | Torque Values Not Recorded |

| ISIO5E | Yes | Torque Values Not Recorded |
'

| ILVOSE | Yes | Torque Values Not Recorded |
| ILV07E | Yes. | Torque Values Not Recorded |-
| 1RC04E | Yes | Torque Values Not Recorded |
| 1RD15E | Yes | Torque Values Not Recorded |
| ISIO3E | Yes | Torque Values Not Recorded |
| 1SIO7E | Yes | Torque Values Not Recorded |
| | | |

I

:

'

4

j
i

|

;

i
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(3) MCC 2AP28E
,

Utilizing LKC procedures 4.3.13, Equipment Installation
' Procedure, and 4.8.13, Inspection of Class IE Equipment
'

Installation, the Region III inspect 6rs reviewed the busbar
splicing in MCC 2AP28E. To assist the inspector, Ceco had the

i MCC de-energized to facilitate the review of internal
; connections. Paragraph 3.6.1 of procedure 4.3.13 states,
; " Torquing of bolted connections shall be performed to torque

values indicated on approved drawings or manufacturers
specific'ations". In preparation for verifying the actual,

torque value of the bolts utilized for splicing the busbars,,
_

the inspector queried the LKC QC inspectors as to the torquing
requirements. After some research, the QC inspectors
identified the manufacturers instructions as being the
applicable criteria for bolt torquing. A review of the
manufacturers instructions provided criteria for bolt. torquing,
however, no values were provided for the subject bolts. During

,

a review of the equipment installation inspection reports,
Form 38, for MCC 2AP28E, it was observed that item 3.1.4 was
marked N/A (Not applicable). This item is for the verification

j of the torque for internal bus connections. During a review of
; Form 38 for the items discussed in.the above paragraph, 3.D.(2),
, it was observed that item 3.1.4 was also marked ~N/A.
'

During interviews with CECO personnel, the inspectors were
informed that CECO had issued a position paper,-dated'

January 8, 1982, on the tightening of electrical connections.
In essence, the position paper stated that electric'la
connections should be tightened in a good workman like manner

; and torquing was not required. The inspector was also informed
that the electrical specifications had not been revised to

incorporate this new design criteria (CECO position paper).

The licensee was informed that failure to assure that theI design basis-is correctly translated into specifications,
drawings, procedures, and instructions is an item of noncompli-

~

* ance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix.B, Criterion III (50-456/83-18-10;
50-457/83-17-07).

t E. Review of Records
:

During this reporting period, the Region III inspectors revinwed:
storage and maintenance records, electrical penetration insulation-
resistance tests, and material 1 receipt and inspection reports . (19UR) -

~

i

for. Unit 1. Following are the observations and findings of this'
review of records.'

4

l (1) Review of Storage and Maintenance Records
~

:= a. The Region III inspectors reviewed the storage and.
maintenance records'for selected'4KV motors. _ Records ~4

indicate that storage requirements were maintained'and'
2 inspections of stored componentsfwere madeDat the required-

. .

i
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,

- frequency. The maintenance records for insulation
i resistance, rotation of motor shafts and energizing of
"

internal heaters' appeared to meet the. manufacturer's
requirements. During the, inspection, an apparent

,

discrepency involved the applied voltage testing of the,

motor windings. Prior to December 1982 meggering had been
performed with a test voltage of 2500 volts DC but since

,

then, insulation resistance checks have been made using an '

applied voltage of 1000 volts DC. Pending a review of
, - additional documents to determine the correct test voltage, .

this item is unresolved (50-456/83-18-11).

The maintenance records for the following motors were
verified:

"
t,

Motor Equipment No.

1
Auxiliary Feedwater Pump 1AF01PA
Component Cooling Water Pump OCC01P
Component Cooling Water Pump ICC01PA
Component Cooling Water Pump ICC01PB
Containment Spray Pump ICS01PA,

i Containment Spray Pump ICS01PB
i Residual Heat Removal 1RH01PA
i Residual Heat Removal IRH01PB

Control Room Chiller Compressor OWOO1CA
Control Room Chiller Compressor OWOO1CB

,

' Safety Injection Pump ISIO1PA
Safety Injection Pump ISIO1PB4

Essential Service Water Pump _ ISX01PA
Essential Service Water Pump ISX01PB,

1

[ b. The Region III inspector accompanied a CECO employee to
| determine whether storage requirements were being met and
i to witness insulation resistance testing of the following

motors: two Component Cooling Water Pump motors, two.3

Safety Injection Pumps, two Containment Spray Pumps and
two Residual Heat Removal Pumps. _The inspector observed
that protective covers were present, heaters were<

energized and that the megger tests were acceptable.7 ,

i - (2) Electrical Penetration Tests

! a. The Region III inspectors reviewed the records fora
; insulation resistance tests for forty-five Class IE

electrical penetrations. Thefrecords indicate that thei
; minimum insulation values for' conductor to' ground tests
; and for continuity tests met the manufacturer's (Conax)

instruction manual IPS-370. , The applied voltages required
were in accordance with the instruction manual.for cables:

-rated above:1000 volts andifor cables ratedLbelow 1000
volts. InJaddition, conductor,to shield,Jshield'to shield

'

| - and. shield to ground tests were performed.by the licensee'
~

on coaxial and-triaxial cables as required'by Conax manual~

i IPS-370.

23
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; The records for the following penetrations were reviewed.

Electrical Penetrated Date Tested

I 1RC01E 12/21/81
1RCO2E 01/11/82
1RC03E 01/11/82
1RC04E 12/30/78
IVP01E 12/09/81

4 ' 1VP02E 01/11/82
IVP03E 12/30/81-
IVPO4E 02/03/82*

: 1AP84EA- 02/03/82
1AP84EB 12/28/81

i - 1AP84EC 12/28/81
1RYO4E -12/30/81
1RY05E 01/08/824

1RYO6E 01/07/82
1RYO7E 12/30/81
1RD12E 02/08/82
1RD13E 02/02/82
IRDISE 12/30/81

'
1RD16E 02/08/82
1RD17E 02/02/82
ISIO1E 12/09/81m

ISIO2E 01/08/82;;

1AP85EA 12/09/81
.i IAP85EB 02/02/82

1AP85EC 02/03/82
1 1AP85ED 12/30/81
1 ISIO3E 12/17/81

1

. 1SIO4E '01/06/82;

ILV01E 12/17/81
! ILV02E. 12/29/81
; - ILV03E 02/04/82

1LV04E 02/04/82:

ISIO5E 12/28/81
'

~ ISIO6E 02/01/82
1. ISIO7E 12/08/81.

- 1SIO8E 02/03/82
'

ILV05E 12/10/81
ILV07E _12/28/81-
INR01E 01/15/82.

'

1 .1NR02E 01/19/82
INR03E 01/19/82

'

! INR04E '01/18/82
. 1IC19E 01/18/82-
ILV09E' 12/17/82.

. ILV10E- 1 12/17/82

.b. During the review of electrical penetration insulation
.

; resistance tests, the inspector observed an apparent
discrepancy between the insulation resistance tests
required by the Conax manual', IPS-370, and the test's
conducted by the licensee.

24
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Section 7.2.1 of the manual states-that (a) the applied
voltage for the specified insulation rating (cable voltage,

rating) be from each individual conductor to every other<

' ~

conductor, and (b) from each individual conductor to-
-ground. The test results mentioned in the previous
paragraphs apply only to conductor to ground tests. It

| appears that the test results were incomplete since there
is no documentation to suggest that conductor to conductor
tests were performed. Pending review of the applicability

,

of Conax manual IPS-370. This item is unresolved1

(50-456/83-18-12).j

| (3) Receipt Inspection Reports

| a. .The Region III inspector reviewed Material Receipt and
Inspection Reports (MRR's) for selected 6900 volt metal
clad switchgear and for 4160 volt switchgear. The
following MRR's reviewed applied to equipment procurement-
from Westinghouse under Sargent and Lundy Specification
F/L 2737-01 and CECO purchase order 197411. The records

; indicate that the equpment was received without shipping
.

damage and for each switchgear the certificate of ,

conformance indicates that it met the applicable S&Li

specification.,

MRR 6281 indicates that a 6900 volt metal clad
j.

.

switchgear identified as equipment' number 01YN051 for
! bus 256 was received on September 19,-1980.
i

A 6900 volt metal clad switchgear for bus 257 was.

received on January 19, 1981 under MRR 6690.

MRR 6814 indicates that a 6900 volt metal clad.

switchgear identified as equipment No. 01YN052 for
- bus 259 was received on February 25, 1981.

y

A 6900 volt metal clad switchgear identified as.

equipment No. 01YN045 was received on March 1,'1979
; under MRR 4048.

MRR 4001 indicates-that a 6900 volt'switchgear.

identified as equipment number 01YN43 was' received on'
February 20, 1979.

A 6900 volt metal clad switchgear for bus 158~was.
_

received on February 28, 1979 and documented on
MRR 4030.

,

MRR 4007 indicates.that a.6900~ volt switchgear-.

lidentified'as equipment naaber 01YN044 for bus 156
! was received on February 26, 1979.

,
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A Class IE 4160 volt switchgear identified as.

equipment number 01YN047 for bus 242 was received on
May 7, 1980 and documented on MRR 5933.

MRR 3544 indicates that a 4160 volt switchgear for.

bus 241 was received on March 31, 1980.
"

Class IE 4160 volt switchgear identified as equipment.

,
number 01YN041 for_the component cooling pump "0" bus

' was received on January 2, 1978 and-documented on
MRR 3544.

:
'

b. The Region III inspector reviewed selected test results

;. 'and receipt inspection reports for containment-spray pumps
1 1CS01PA and ICS01PB. The test reports required by

Specification L-2719-01, Section 117.4 indicate that.a no-
load-amp-test for each phase of the motors was performed,
including a stator resistance and dielectric test. The
test report appeared acceptable.

The inspector attempted to review the applicable MRR for,

the containment spray pump motors purchased under S&L
Specification L-2719-01 and procured from Westinghouse
under Purchase Order (P.O.) No. 198129; however, it could
not be located. The licenste did locate MRR #2800 which-
indicates that two pumps purchased from Ingersoll-Rand

; under S&L Specification 2758B and CECO P.O. 190277 were-
received at the site on September 2, 1978. However, the
receipt inspection appears incomplete in that the
applicable S&L. specification and P.0 number for the motor
were not referenced on the receipt inspection report and
consequently, this lack of documentation makes it unclear-
as to whether the motors were receipt inspected. The,

licensee stated that the motors had been shipped from
Westinghouse to Ingersoll-Rand, where they would be;

; connected to the pumps prior to shipment to the Braidwood
j- site. An Ingersoll-Rand shipping schedule which arrived

with the pumps indicates that the motors had been connected'

; to the pumps but also specifies that it was a partial'
shipment. The licensee stated they would obtain more
information to resolve'the inspector's concern. Pending
further review to determine if the motors.were receipt-.

inspected and that the correct motor was connected to the
correct pump, the item.is unresolved (50-456/83-18-13).

4. _ Status of Construction Effort

The licensee provided the inspectors 1with the'following status of the
conscruction' effort.at the Brsidwood Station in the electrical and
instrumentation areas. The instrument. sensing ' lines -are included-in the
small bore piping effort. This status is current'as of September 30,
1983.

.
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Attribute Unit 1 Unit 2

Overall Electrical 70% 20%
Cable tray installation 99.5% Not available
Conduit installation 87% Not available
Cable installation 57.6% 5.6%
Cable terminations 58% 4%
Small bore piping installation 58.9% 15.4%
Small bore pipe hanger installatior 2.4% 0.0%
Instruments by mech, contractor 78.2% 9.9%

5. Unresolved Matters

Unresolved matters are items about which more information is required in
order to ascertain whether they are acceptable, items of noncompliance,
or deviations. Unresolved items disclosed during this inspection are
discussed in Paragraphs 3.B. (5), 3.B. (6), 3.B. (12), 3.D. (1) . f, 3.D. (1) .h,
3.E.(1).a, 3.E.(2).b, and 3.E.(3).b.

6. Open Matters

Open Matters are items, not otherwise categorized in the report, that
need to be followed up on in future inspection. Open items disclosed
during this inspection are discussed in paragraph 3.D.(1).e.

7. Exit Interview

The inspectors met with licensee representatives (denoted under paragraph
one) at the conclusion of the onsite inspection on November 4, 1983. As
stated in the body of the report, the LKC procedures were reviewed in the
Region III office. With reference to the procedure review, the
inspectors conducted an exit interview with the Electrical QA Supervisor
on November 7, 9, 18 and 21, 1983 via telephone. In all instances, the
inspectors summarized the scope and findings of the inspection. The
licensee representatives acknowledged this information.

As part of the exit interview, as requested by the NRC, the licensee made
a presentation to the Region III representatives in the following areas
of concern regarding the LKC organization and effectiveness of their
quality program:

(1) Discuss ~the background information leading up to records review and
discuss the delays in completing this review.

The licensee discussed the CECO audit and surveillance program that
identified a potential problem with LKC records, the replacement of
LKC QC Managers, and several management meetings with LKC. For
additional details, see Paragraph 3.A of this report.

(2) Discuss the LKC QC organizational personnel changes.

The licensee reiterated the information provided in Paragraph 3.A
of this report as to changes in QC management and the employment of
additional inspectors. The licensee also discussed their review of
salaries and other compensation for LKC QC inspectors.
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(3) Provide an evaluatioa of LKC records review and discuss how this
will affect the backlog of inspections on current work activities.

i The licensee provided a current status of the records review and
backlog of inspection activities. The licensee also stated that the>

'

weekly tracking system indicated that inspections of current work
were being completed within 30 days of the completion of the work
activity. For additional details, see paragraph 3.A of this report.

i (4) Summarize CECO's efforts to assure that LKC can complete the project
in accordance with drawings, specifications, and regulatory
requirements.

The licensee reiterated the information contained in Paragraphs (1),
(2) and (3) above. They also stated that CECO had assigned 2 PTL
inspectors full time to LKC, 2 PTL inspectors to assist LKC on
Saturdays, and 3 PTL inspectors were undergoing training in LKC

; procedures in preparation for full or part-time assignment to LKC.
Also, LKC corporate has assigned 3 inspectors to Braidwood to assist
in the records review program.

; CECO has the following personnel assigned to follow the electrical
a construction activities:
s

! 5 CECO Electrical Field Engineers.

4 4 CECO Electrical QA Engineers.

. 14 CECO QAD Electrical Engineers
90 S&L Electrical Engineers on site for all areas.

j The NRC Region III Plant Systems Section Chief thanked CECO for
their presentation and requested additional information to assist

; the NRC in evaluating the effectiveness of LKC and CECO organiza-
tions in a cymplishing electrical construction activities in
accordance with NRC requirements and commitments. To ensure that
there was a mutual understanding regarding the-information requested
during the exit interview,' Messrs,.Cordell Williams and Ray Love of
the Region III office telephoned Mr. M. J. Wallace, Braidwood .
Project Manager, on November 8,1983. During this telecon,-

i Mr. Williams reviewed the requested information and stated.the the-
NRC-perferred that this information be formalized. In summary, the

i following information was requested from CECO:

.
(1) Assessment of the LKC management, including:

| Project Management;and QA/QCL.

How they are organized. .

Staffing plan4 .

j

t- (2) Define the interfaces'between:

i CECO Field Engineering and LKC.

. CECO Project Construction'and LKC.

._ CECO onsite Engineering and Ceco ~offsite Engineering..
;

JS&L onsite' Engineering and S&L offsite Engineering it .
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(3) Define how S&L onsite Engineering participates in the
resolution of electrical problems, including but not limited
to:

Field Questions.

Field Change Requests (FCR).

Nonconformance Reports (NCR), CECO and LKC originated.

(4) Review of the adequacy of the LKC organization and how each
group functions. Are they effective?

(5) Assess the capabilities of LKC craft personnel and their
awareness of QA/QC controls imposed on work activities.

(6) Discuss the ratio of LKC craft personnel to QA/QC personnel.

On November 10, 1983, Mr. Wallace telephoned Mr. Williams to affirm that
CECO would formalize their response to the additional information
requested by the NRC during the exit interview on November 4, 1983, as
clarified during the telecon of November 8,1983.

|
|
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